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Male adults sleep with their coloured cotton kilts still belted on, often wearing their curved daggers, while rifle and ammunition are close at hand in case of night alarm.
The boys ungird the piece of cotton fabric, which is their sole garment, and giving it a comprehensive downward flick with their toes, sleep under as much of it as there is.
The entrance is closed with a piece of matting, and there are no apertures to serve as windows, which would merely let the sand in during heavy winds. Close quarters for all; but they have the open desert to range by day, and on hot nights may sleep in the open—I did.
The men go to the nearest market town, with their few camels, when they have skins to sell, and bring back grain, salt, coffee-husk, spicery and tobacco, which, with stinking sulphur matches and kerosene, make up the marketing of a pastoral settlement on the Tihama.
Meat they have and milk, ghi too, or liquid butter, to go with their unleavened bread, for meat is by no means of an everyday dish.
The elder women do the cooking, and the younger ones bring water from the distant well, which is usually a longish journey, for it is not pastoral etiquette to camp anywhere near a well, lest flocks and herds foul the water. On their return, some of them must turn to and grind corn for the day's meal. This is arduous work, for grazing camps have no rotatory querns, which would be too heavy to carry about on trek. The corn is slightly moistened, and then triturated on a concave stone with a stone spindle which is grasped at the ends with both hands, and rubbed to and fro over the concave surface. The girl has to kneel to her back-breaking job, and sings cheerfully most of the tim£. They have a c song of the

